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The weight function prescribing the sensitivity of the electromagnetic flowmcter (EM}') to the changes in the velocity profiles must be as much as possible uniformly distributed through the measuring volume. The most common used criterion of the weight function 
distribution is a statistical quantity ( e criterion) which deals with only the axial component of the weight vector. 

In the present work an attempt 10 introduce more revealing and accurate criterion to the E,\fl' performance was studied. The curl of the wei&ht function vector over the measuring volume has been considered and formulated (and tenned as ~ ) in such a mathematical expression that takes Into account the contributions of the three components of the weight vector regardless of the geometry of cross-sectional area of the flow. In addition, a numerical solution of a previously defined criterion ( el.) is presented here for a first time in order to compare the validity of the newly introduced criterion. 
The results showed that the present new criterion 80 is closely hannonious with the 

previously defined criteria 8 and Si.. in the conventional flow coses. The results and the configuration of the fonnula of the present criterion which is independent of the flow crosssectional are led us to conclude that is more reliable and applicable than other existing criteri a. 
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1.1 ntroduction 
Electromagnetic flowmeters are suitable 

for measuring a wide variety of liquids 

having a lower electrical conductivity equal 

to that of distilled water (4Xl0-6 Sim); its 

accuracy is largely unaffected neither by 

the changes in environmental conditions 

nor to the liquid properties [1]. It is the best 

instrument in the transient flow 

measurement owing to its very high 

response. It operates according to the 

principle of Faraday law of electromagnetic 

induction. Its conventional form (Fig. I) 

consists of an insulating cylindrical flow 

channel (about 3 diameters in length) of 

circular cross-sectional, in the wall of 

which are fitted two small diametrically 

opposed electrodes, their surfaces in contact 

with the flowing liquid. A suital>le external 

magnetic field is imposed perpendicular to 

both channel axis lllld the diameter line 

joining the two electrodes. An electric 

potential is produced by the movement of 

the liquid. The electric potential is picked 

up by the electrodes, amplified and 

recorded as a measure of the flow rate 

through the channel. The main drawback of 

this flowmeter is that the output signal may 

be sensitive to any changes in the velocity 

profile for the same amount of flowrate. 

This sensitivity could be minimized via a 

suitable design of geometry(ies) of the 

magnet and/or electrodes. The theoretical 
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Magno,tic field 

Fig. I Principle of conventional 
electromagnetic flowmeter 

expression of the induced potential is given 

by Bevir [2) as a volume integral of the dot 

product of the liquid velocity vector v and a 

weight vector Was follow: 

(1) 

Where Wis given by: 

W=BxJ (2) 

Here B is the magnetic field vector and J is 

the virtual current vector (hypothetically, J 

is the current density that is defined as the 

unit current that moves between two 

electrodes with no liquid motion). t is the 

effective flowmeter volume, by effective 

we mean the volun1e at its two ends both B 

and J are decay to zero. 

The degree of flowmeter influence by the 

velocity voriation is conventionally 

evaluated depending on the z-component of 

the weight vector, where in most 

applications, the flow is assumed u, be 



 

rectilinear i.e. v=vz, v.= vrO, then the 

integral of equation ( l) is approximated to: 

26 i; 
6.U = J J W,,(r,8) v,(r,8)rdrd0 (3) 

0 0 

Where R., is the internal channel radius and 

W,,(r, 6j is the integrated rectilinear weight 

function along the flowmeter effective ax.is; 

-W,;(r,8) = f W, (r,0,z) dr (4) 

By directing the insight into the elements 

of the integl'al of equation (3), it is possible 

to make the flowmeter signal as a function 

to the flo111,Tate only by extracting W,;(r,8) 

out of the integral sign i.e. making it 

constant through the .flowmeter (,TOSs

sectional area. 

2. The conventional measuring 
criteria of the electromagnetic 
flowmeters 

The most common used criterion of the 

weight function distribution is the i: 

measure which has been formulated by 

Hemp in 1975 13]. It is a statistical measure 

of the root mean square variation of the 

integrated rectilinear weight function with 

an average value over the flowmeter cross 
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section. 

(5) 

A slight modification was made by AL

Khzraji [ 4J to the & criteria of equ. (5), 

namely the root mean square was removed, 

hence: 

l II~ (
4

) 
E = ..!.. f J w,,(1:?0) - l rdrd8 

Ao o, W,, 
(6) 

In order to inspe<:t the effect of the real 

disturbed velocity dislribution such as swirl 

flow, Hemp and Wyatt [5] introduced 

another alternative criterion including the 

contribution of the all components of the 

weight vector as follow: 

(7) 

Where l is Lagrangian multiplier and is a 

function depending on the flowmeter 

geometry (a~ will be eKplained later in 

section 4). W1; is the z-componem of !he 

weight vector. However, all the three 

criteria above tend to zero when the 

flowmeter performance becomes "ideal" i.e. 
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insensitive to velocity profile which 1s 
impossible to be attained in practice. 

Many various studies had been 
reported to improve the flowmeter 
sensitivity to changes in the velocity profile 
basing on minimum value of & criterion 
defined in equ. (5) [3,6-7,9) and on the e 
criterion defined in equ. (6) (4,8,11). But 
the literature survey has shown no 
published study uses f!>. in spite of its more 
generality, thls may be attributed to the 
requirement of extra solution ofl inside the 
flowmeter volume which in tum increases 
the solution efforts. 

Recently, there is a pronounced interest in 
the use of the electromagnetic flowmeters 
in the flow metering of two-phase flow 
regimes [10, 12). In this case the cross 
sectional area is no longer be constant along 
the flowmeter z-axis (Fig.2), therefore both 
e criteria of equ. (5) and (6) become 
impossible 10 be used as they contain 
averaged quantities over a unifonn flow 
cross-sectional area and also integrations of 
Wz along lines parallel to the -z,. axis over 
the flowmeter length. This meaning appears 
in studies [l OJ and (12], where the 
evaluation of the flowmetcr sensitivity to 
velocity profile did not be included. 

Hence in the present work we 
investigate into the formulation of an 
alternative comprehensive measuring 
criterion takes into account the three 
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(8) 

lbl 

(c) 

Fig.2 l bree types of flow geometry (a) fully 
fil led flow (b} partialty filled fu,w with 
constant cross- sectional area and ( c) 
partially-filled flow with variable croos 
sectional area. 2 is the axia l 

coordinate. 

components of W and irrespective to a 
cross-sectional area. ln addition, a 
numerical soluiion of ).. and hence data for 
e;i. criterion are to be presented here for a 
first time. 

3. A proposed measuring 
criterion of electromagnetic 
flowmeters 

[t was shown in the early literature that 
the 'ideal' flowmeter, if exists, could be 
attained if some constraints are imposed on 
to the weight vector. Bevir 1970 [2] used 
the facts that there is no flow through the 



 

flowmeter wall and W approaches zero up

wid down-stream of the flowmeter effective 

volume. Accordingly, he showed that the 

sufficient and necessary condition is that 

the curl of lite weight vector is zero 

everywhere in the flowmeter effective 

volume (Provided that the liquid is 

incompressible); 

v'xW=O (8) 

He pointed out that this condition can be 

verified only in a certain (but not practical) 

EMF geometry. He (Wld other researchers) 

did neither implement nor formulate this 

condition. Hence, in this study, attention is 

focused to interpret the above condition in a 

dimensionless formula that sustains 

comprehensive information about the EMF 

perfonnance. For this purpose, the curl of 

the weight vector was inserted in more than 

one mathematical formula. The most 

stable and quiet level formula among them 

was chosen and termed as curl measure 

( &c). Its final form and fonnulation details 

are described as follow; 

(9) 

The two integrals are taken over the liquid 

· occupying volume of the flowmeter, t 0• The 
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integral in the denominator ensures that the 

new criterion free of weight vector units 

and in the same time detennines the 

flowmeter response to a rectilinear velocity 

profile. The existing of 'to in the 

denominator is very important for two 

reasons. The first reason is that most of the 

numerical solutions are achieved by taking 

a symmetric portion of the whole domain in 

order to reduce time and to increase 

accuracy of the solution. However, if -r,, nol 

exists there this mean that the value of Ee 

when solving the whole domain. for 

example, is twice times of its value when 

solving one-half of the d,)main if the 

geometrical symmetry exists. The second 

reason which is given more efforts in the 

present study is that the magnitude of 

fvxWdr. will has smaller value when 

'• 

the metered liquid not fills all the flowmeter 

volume as in partially-filled and two-phase 

flows. This reduction is no longer implies 

to the improvement of the flowmeter 

performance against the velocity 

distribution. Hence, dividing by 'to will 

remove this proble111- The R., 4 ensures the 

dimensionless form of i:0• 

It is worthwhile to emphasize that the 

present criterion frees of any squared error 

as in other criteria (equs.(5), (6) and (7)). 

We expect also that our criterion is more 

accurate as it involve the contribution of the 
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three components of the weight vector and 

more reliable as it frees of errors resulting 

from solving any additional variables as in 

solving),, of equ.(7) which will be explained 

in die next category. 

4. Evaluation test of the 
proposed criterion 

The calculation of W is carried out by 

solving J lllld B in same lattice points of the 

numerical solution mesh. The present 

numerical solution was achieved using a 

uniform finite differences approach. In the 

case of uniform electrical conductivity, J is 

expressed as; 

J=-VG 

Which is possible as V >< J = 0 (Maxwell's 

equation) and then G is found by solving 

Laplacian operator of G in cylindrical 

coordinates with its appropriate boundacy 

conditions; 

V2G == O = .!_ aG + o2G + o2G + _!_ o2G 
r or Cl' 2 i}z2 r 2 f)(}2 

Due to B, assuming that the applied 

magnetic field is unaffected by the 'sma!l' 

induced current, thus; 

B ~-VF and Fis found like G (for a given 

magnetic field geometry). These 

calculations are necessary and convention.al 

in studying the performance of a newly 

designed electromagnetic flowmeter. On 

the other hand, the A concept was firstly 
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introduced by Hemp and Bcvir lS) but a 

detailed solution is not presented yet in the 

literature. So that in the following, the 

solution of :i.. in the same cylindrical lattice 

points is achieved to achieve a comparisons 

among the three criteria measures. The 

governing equation of). is: 

With the boundary condition e,1, = w. on 
on 

the wall, were n here is direction along the 

normal to the wall. 

Due to geometrical symmetry, the 

numerical solution was achieved for one

fonh of the overall flowmeter volume with 

the following boundary conditions (which 

are illustrated in Fig.3); 

I) G=F=O at z=L (flowmeter end) 

aG oF 
2)& = & = 0 at z=0 (synunetry plane) 

3) G-1 on the electrode surface 

4) ~ ::: 0 on the insulating t1owmeter wall 

oG 
S) on = 0 on the liquid free swface (if 

exists) 

6) G~O on the symmetry plane 8=0 and 
8=,i:. 

7) F=+ft8) on the north pole piece of the 

magnet and F=:flO) on the south one. 



 

Where fl.8) represents the distribution of F 

potential that gives either optimum or 

unifonn magnetic distributions. The 

optimwn magnetic field is series of F's 

which are obtained using a numerical 

optimization procedure listed in [9). The 

uniform magnetic field is S,,Sy"'Constant 

over the measuring volume, merely. 

8) F=O on the insulating flowmeter wall 

iJF 
9) 

88 
= 0 on the symmetry plane 8"'° and 

8=it. 

QA, 
10) a;= W, on the flowmeter wall 

ol 
l l) or = 0 on the electrode surface. 

ol 
12) - = 0 at z=O and at z=L 

iE 

13) l=O on the symmetry plane 8=0 and 

8=n. 

Nollll pole pie0e 
P,,f (6) 

South pole pieoe 
F"-.f/6) 

Fig. 3 One-forth ofthe original flowmeter 
volume representing the domain 
of the numerical solution 

Z=L 
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5. Results and discussions 

To check the validity of the present 

criterion and comparing it with the other 

two criteria many solutions were given for 

different geometries of magnets (uniform 

and optimum) together with point 

electrodes fixed at the mid length of the 

flowmeter but for different angular 

positions. Two flow situations were 

considered, fully-and partially-filled flows. 

The most suitable nwnber of finite 

deference nodes that give less percentage 

solution error (about 0.1%) and faster 

convergence was found to be 2176 nodes 

distributed uniformly over the symmetric 

domain of solution (Fig.4). The 

singularities laying on the axial line r=O 

were obviated by shifting all nodes one-half 

grid in the radial direction. Because of the 

solution of l depends on the radial 

component of the weight vector (W,), hence 

its solution must be initiated as soon as 

finishing the solution of both G and F 

potentials. This is may be the reason why in 

most flowrneter geometries 1he accuracy of 

l solution is less than that of G and F 

solutions. 

For comparison purpose, the built program 

(which is written in Fortran) was adapted to 

generate a uniform magnetic field, 

B~(O,By,O), but the present descritization is 

based on cylindrical coordinates, hence by 
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Side view 

Fig.4 Lattice points of the numerical solution 

~ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦ B, 

• 

Fig.5 J11terpretation of the uniform Magnetic 
field in cylindrical coordinates 

referring to Fig.5 the following relations ue 

obtained: 

B.=By cos(n-8), BrB, sin(n-9), B.=O 

The distributions of 71. over the flowmeter 

wall are presented in Fig.6 (a) for unifonn 

magnetic field and Fig. 6 (b) for optimum 

magn~tic field. It is clear that how 71. values 

decay when one moves toward the 

flowmeter end far from the flowmeter 

center where the point electrode is fixed at 

z"'(), 8""11'12. 

For the uniform magnetic filed together 

with point electrodes geometry, Hemp and 

Wyatt [5] reported an appro>timate value 

for the E:i. criterion that is 0.63 and they 
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Fig.6 Distribution of A over the flowmeter wall, 
r-Ro for (a) unifonn magnetic field and 

(b) optimum magnetic field 

mentioned that this flowmeter is known to 

be highly sensitive tO velocity distributions. 

Hence the value of 0.63 could be serves as 

an upper value with which values of E>.. for 

other (improved) flowmeters may be 

compared. However, the present nwnerical 

solution gives £>.. =0.577 for the same 

geometry of [5], hence the percentage 

difference in B>.. values between lhe present 

numerical study and that ofRef.[S] (which 

is approximately calculated) is -S.4%. 

Turning now to the optimum magnetic 

field distribution which was proved that is 

• 
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more efficient in improving the flowmeter 120 ---------------, 

perfonnance [9,11]. 100 

80 

----';::;.:_ci,ii., ... al_. 
----· J 

It is well known that the best position of ,f 60 

point electrodes in conventional 

electromagnetic flowmeter is what joined 

by a line of one diameier and this line is 

perpendicular to the center of the magnet 

(see Fig.3), nevertheless, many angu1ar 

positions less and greater than this 

conventional position were checked in 

oroer to excite weight function non

uniformities and then examine the behavior 

of i;., criterion and comparing it with the 

other two criteria. Figures (7 a to c) 

illustrate this comparison. The present &c 

... 

40 

20 -- ·····---·· 

0-+---~----.---...-----i 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

30 60 
(a) 

90 120 150 
&t ld9r11) 

°'0.6+---

o.~+---
0.4+-----

0.3+---~---~--~--~ 
30 80 

(b) 

90 

ee(dgree) 

120 150 

criterion together with the other two & and 11 .,.....------------~ 

u1,. have symmetrical behavior around the 

conventional tlowrneter design where they 

indicate that the weight function non

unifonnity, for both optimwn and uniform 

magnetic field geometry, increases when 

the point electrode is moved below or 

above it~ conventional position 8e=w2, and 

this evidence is true as the liquid fills all the 

flowmeter volume. Unlike with E and 6L 

the ec criterion indicate to a better (less) 

value in the unifonn than optimwn 

magnetic field. The reason of this is that 

in uniform magnetic field, one of the B · 

components is qssumed lo be zero (Bz.,0) 

and this lead to a lesser value 
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.. 8 

s 
•------~~-----~ 
3 
2o1---

1+---~---~------
311 60 

(c) 
90 

9e(deg.-) 
120 150 

Fig.7 Values of three fonnulas of&'s for two 
types of magnetic field. The liquid 
fully fills the flowmeter volume. 

of JV x W dr • . But this is no longer mean 

better flowmeter performance in practice as 

the uniform magnetic field doesn't contain 

the contribution of the three components of 
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the metered liquid velocity vector on the 
flowmeter output signal. 

It is worthwhile here to point out that in 
the contoured regions in Figs 7 a-c, the 
curves of optimum magnetic field is steeper 
than that of Wlifonn magnetic field. This is 
attributed to that the optimum magnetic 
filed is already foW'ld for a point electrode 
geometry fixed at this contoured position. 

Turning now to check and compare the E:c 
criterion for different Oow geometry, 
namely partially-filled p ipe flow. Only the 
optimum magnetic field was considered in 

this case but for thNe differen1 electrode 

anguJar positions. The results of e's values 

are presented in Figs 8 a-c. For each 
electrode position the data in these figures 
are restricted with the level of liquid over 

the horizontal line joining each electrode 
pair, where the electromagnetic flowmeter 
becomes unusable when the liquid level 
doesn't be in contact with the inner 

electrode surface. Tbe train of Ee and 8J,. are 

greatly harmonious while a pronounced 

discrepancy appears when comparing with 

,20 ~ - - ------··-----. ,-···· . . 
1--1o•d49 

100 ·--1--a.•oog 1---~·- · 
8-0 i-,~ ··. -::--eo-124<Sog - --··-:-::·-::.::= ..... ~~ 

# 80 w 

40 

20 - - ---· ---- -·------ -· 
0+-- - ~ --- - ~ --~ - - --1 
025 
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0.4 0.1 0.45 

2T""- - - - - - - -------, 
1.8 
u 
t. 4 
,.2 

~ 1 
0,$ 

0.8 

.:t 

0.4 
0,2 - · - - - ---- - • 0+-•-- ~ ---- ~ - - ----1 

0.2S 0.4 0.7 0.85 
(b) 

70 ..---- - --- ---- ---, 
80 

so 
40 

30 

20 

,o 

- --f--ee-56 cieg 
.. --- -·-- -·- - - -- :---eo-eo cseg 

: ....... eo-124deg
0 

·--·- - ·· - •f>'-••···-~···-~ -~ 

0 +-- - ---.-- - ~-- ~ -·--< 
0.25 0.4 

(c) 
0.55 0.7 
Lllll-.!ld ltwl C~ 

o.es 

Fig.8 Values of three formulas of £'s for 
optimum magnetic field. Tht: liquid 
partial ly fills the flowmeter volume. 

& train (Fig. 8a). This discrepancy refers to 6.Conclusions 
that both 8c and e1- deal with the three A new mathematical fomtula for judging 
components of the weight vector w ralher the electromagnetic flowmeter sensitivity 
than the axllll component wz only as in t against the ve locity distributions was 
criterion. Also, when a liquid free surface introduced, solved and compared with the 
exists, the weight vector components are existing other formulas. A numerical 
greatly influenced by the liquid level. solution for the previously defined &1,, 
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criterion measure was achieved and 

presented here for a first time for the 

purpose of verifying the validity of the 

present &c criterion measure. The 

configuration of Sc criterion measure, which 

is fonnulated to be irrespective of the cross-

sectional •ea of the metered liquid, was 

found to be (i) harmonious with the other 

two measures in fully-filled pipe flow and 

(ii) the most stable in partially-filled pipe 

flow . This led us to conclude that the new 

proposed criterion measure 8c is the most 

generality criterion for measuring the 

weight function non-uniformity in any 

complicated flow geometry like partially

filled pipe flow with irregular free surface. 

Such complex flow geometry doe's not 

studied hitherto as it require some hard 

numerical treatments for the solution of G 

potential. 
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Notations 
A Cross-&eetional flow area Wz Alual component of W 
B Magnetic field vector W.,(r, 8) Rectilineat weight function 
F Magnetic field scalar potential w .. Average of W,;(r ,8) over the flow cross 

section area 
G Virtual current scalar potential rdrd8 Cylindrical coordinates 
h Liquid level AU Flowmeter output signal 
J Virtual cu,rent density vector ~ Criterion of 1he weight function no,1-

unifonnity 
L Half flowmeter length &i Criterion of tbe weight vector non-

uniformity 
Le Half magnet leng1h to Present criterion of the weight vector non-

unifonnity 
Ro Flowmmeter-inside radius ?. li\gran&gian multiplier used in calculating 

t), 
n Normal vector e. Angular e lectrode position 
V Liquid velooity vector ~ Volume of the me&suting section 
w Weight vector 'I,, Effective volume of the measuring section 
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